Unemployment and its effect on Youth

By Mohammad Bagairian

F
ew days back, it was the International Youth Day. We celebrated calls and endorsements of hundred of int
dividuals and institutions in social media, speeches and ceremonies. People celebrated this day in one way or another. But this day is celebrated to be positive, however, if it is pondered upon a bit more deeply, we will come to the conclusion that there are too serious obstacles before the youths, to put in true words and they are warring with unemployment problems. These challenges are more like
able to be ephemeral.

As your parents think of the highlighting problems. Unem
ployment is one of the most difficult issues that have gone by
the eyes of Afghan youths, who make 70% of the graduates from
universities with the aim of getting a job to make their ends meet and as well as serve the nation. With the current situ
ation, these dreams hardly ever come true, because the majority of students are unemployed in the wake of being graduated and impossible to get a job in this regard. As the youth struggles from one to three years living no stone untounged to get a job. However, mechanisms are proved as Administra
tive corruption (superficiality, lack of transparency in employment process and test taking) is dead weight of all of the
hope. The said issue prevails to the extent that no chance for the growth of youths’ talents. Therefore, scores of the students who lack millennium rank receives. Brain-drain and flying the nest are the result of being given bad provider to the AFghan in the country. They are spurred for long time, their rights are violated and their abilities and capabilities are destroyed. These countries had, various reasons for reducing the main reason behind the brain-drain. In addition, the voice of the nation is and the most is believed to be the least for Afghan youths that hope might be for a better future. However, the situation is not that kind.

Unfortunately, countless number of the same youths encuenter many times in reaction to foreign nations, too. For example, they are attacked in Syria’s way to transport their knowledge to schools in Australian ocean, and being educated in refugee camps. In this particular reason, the fact is that they leave their home or families not with the intention of having fun but to save life-threat
en the national economy. With all the above, they are no
other option than emigration, Afghan youths choose the last resort or in the wake of their desire and loyalty. They could be from the confusion and ambiguity.

Being failed to obtain their goals after long struggle, a num
ber of youths lost their hope. In other words, unemployment, lack and of joblessness, violence, and lack of hope.

ISIL Remains a Serious Threat

Terrorist groups seek to extend their reach despite being com
trolled by the world. The fear of terrorist clinging to the
world. The fear of terrorism looms large. With
the emergence of the self-proclaimed Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) which is losing its territory in Iraq, terrorism possessed strong top and violence in the country. And so-called extended deterrence through
war. The views and opinions expressed in the articles are those of the authors and the
views do not reflect the views or the opinions of the Daily Outlook Afghanistan.
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